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ABSTRACT

 The 3-hydroxypropionate/4-hydroxybutyrate (3HP/4HB) pathway of carbon fixation is found in 

thermophilic Crenarchaeota of the order Sulfolobales and in aerobic, ammonia-oxidizing Thaumarchaeota.  

Unlike all other known autotrophic carbon metabolisms, this pathway exclusively uses HCO3
- rather than 

CO2 as the substrate for carbon fixation. Biomass produced by the 3HB/4HP pathway is relatively 13C-

enriched compared to biomass fixed by other autotrophic pathways, with total biosynthetic isotope effects 

(Ar) of ca. 3‰ in the Sulfolobales and ca. 20‰ in the Thaumarchaeota.  Explanations for the difference 

between these values usually invoke the dual effects of thermophily and growth at low pH (low [ ]) HCO ‒
3

for the former group vs. mesophily and growth at pH > 7 (high [ ]) for the latter group. Here we HCO ‒
3

examine the model taxa Metallosphaera sedula and Nitrosopumilus maritimus using an isotope flux-

balance model to argue that the primary cause of different Ar values more likely is the presence of carbonic 

anhydrase in M. sedula and its corresponding absence in N. maritimus.  The results suggest that the pool of 

 inside N. maritimus is out of isotopic equilibrium with CO2 and that the organism imports < 10% HCO ‒
3

 from the extracellular environment. If correct and generalizable, the aerobic, ammonia-oxidizing HCO ‒
3

marine Thaumarchaeota are dependent on passive CO2 uptake and a slow rate of intracellular conversion 

to . Values of Ar should therefore vary in response to growth rate () and CO2 availability, analogous HCO ‒
3

to eukaryotic algae, but in the opposite direction: Ar becomes smaller as [CO2(aq)] increases and/or  

decreases. Such an idea represents a testable hypothesis, both in the laboratory and in natural systems. 

Sensitivity to  and CO2 implies that measurements of Ar may hold promise as a pCO2 paleobarometer.     
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Three new pathways of carbon fixation have been discovered in recent decades: the 3-

hydroxypropionate (3HP) cycle of Chloroflexi (Strauss and Fuchs, 1993), the 3HP/4HB cycle of Archaea 

(Berg et al., 2007; Könneke et al., 2014), and the dicarboxylic/4-HB (Di/4HB) cycle of Archaea (Huber et 

al., 2008).  These three, plus the globally dominant Calvin-Benson-Bassham pathway (Calvin and Benson, 

1948), the reverse tricarboxylic acid (rTCA) cycle (Evans et al., 1966), and the Wood-Ljungdahl, or Acetyl-

CoA, pathway (e.g., Wood et al., 1986) represent current knowledge of microbial autotrophy. 

The rTCA, 3HP, 3HP/4HP, and Di/4HB pathways share the common property of being catalytic 

cycles in which one or more of the carbon-fixing enzymes is specific for  as a substrate. The biomass HCO ‒
3

of organisms containing these pathways is enriched in 13C (has higher values of 13C) relative to biomass 

produced via the CBB and Acetyl-CoA pathways (Sirevag et al., 1977; Holo and Sirevag, 1986; van der 

Meer et al., 2001a, 2001b; House et al., 2003; van der Meer et al., 2003; Könneke et al., 2012; Jennings et 

al., 2014).  Such organism-level biosynthetic isotope effects, or  values, reflect the difference between 

total dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) and the resulting biomass, and are reported as  ≈  = 13CDIC – 

13Cbiomass (Hayes, 1993; 2001).  The 13C characteristics of this family of autotrophic pathways reflect both 

the enrichment of 13C in  when in equilibrium with CO2 (Mook et al., 1974), plus the small (2-3‰) HCO ‒
3

kinetic isotope effect (KIE) associated with enzymes specific for  (O’Leary et al., 1981; McNevin et HCO ‒
3

al., 2006). Here we specify Ar to mean the  value for biomass of Archaea using the 3HP/4HB pathway. 

The ca. 20‰ value of Ar for marine 3HP/4HB Thaumarchaeota, specifically the model organism 

N. maritimus (Könneke et al., 2005; Könneke et al., 2012), is markedly different from the ca. 3‰ value for 

the 3HP/4HB Sulfolobales (van der Meer et al., 2001a ; House et al., 2003; Jennings et al., 2014). Genomic 

(Walker et al., 2010) and enzymatic (Könneke et al., 2014) evidence verify the 3HP/4HB metabolism in N. 

maritimus – i.e., it contains a single carbon-fixing enzyme known to be solely dependent on , not  HCO ‒
3

CO2 – yet isotopically, it is distinct.       

The marked difference in Ar values between thermoacidophilic Sulfolobales and the ammonia-

oxidizing marine Thaumarchaeota is well recognized (e.g., Könneke et al., 2012; 2014) but has not yet been 

quantitatively explained. Explanation of the 20‰ Ar value in Thaumarchaeota generally invokes both 
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direct enzymatic fractionation during carbon fixation (Könneke et al., 2012) and fractional contributions to 

biomass from 13C-depleted organic carbon, either by true mixotrophy or in communities that contain 

heterotrophs in addition to autotrophs (e.g., Herndl et al., 2005; Ingalls et al., 2006; Pearson et al., 2016).  

However, recent work indicates that N. maritimus and other ammonia-oxidizing marine Thaumarchaeota 

do not assimilate organic carbon into biomass and lack genes to acquire inorganic carbon from organic 

substrates like urea (Walker et al., 2010; Santoro et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2016). Therefore the ca. 20‰ 

value of Ar for N. maritimus in pure culture as determined by Könneke et al. (2012) must solely reflect 

autotrophy.  By analogy, similar values of Ar in the marine environment (Schouten et al., 2013; Pearson et 

al., 2016; Hurley et al., 2019) suggest dominantly autotrophic processes as well.  If so, prior reports of 

mixo- or heterotrophy may be attributed to artifacts of sampling or analysis.      

Here we seek to reconcile these issues by modeling Ar for both the Thaumarchaeon, N. maritimus 

and the well-studied member of the thermoacidophilic Sulfolobales, M. sedula. The results suggest that the 

extent of intracellular inorganic carbon disequilibrium may be the critical factor determining Ar values 

expressed by the 3HP/4HB cycle.  Because the intracellular carbon budget depends on the supply of CO2, 

Ar should be sensitive to changes in the carbon budget and growth rate.  Our accompanying Part II paper 

supports this idea, showing that Ar as recorded in thaumarchaeal membrane lipids isolated from marine 

suspended particulate organic matter (POM) correlates significantly with the in-situ CO2 concentration 

(Hurley et al., 2019).

2. ISOTOPE FLUX-BALANCE MODEL 

We constructed a carbon isotope and flux-balance model for bulk cellular carbon resulting from 

 fixation in the 3HP/4HB cycle (Figure 1).  The model follows established principles (e.g., Hayes, HCO ‒
3

2001; Tang et al., 2017) for interrogating stable isotope distributions in open systems and assumes steady 

state. Fluxes () and kinetic isotope effects (KIEs, ) are combined in a system of dependent linear 

equations of the form: 

(1)  ,     0;      0
ii j X j i j

j j
X

t t
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where Xi is the fraction of carbon in pool i, j are the fluxes between i and other pools, and j are KIEs 

specific to each of these fluxes. 

The model can be applied to any 3HP/4HB organism for which carbon fixation rates, enzyme 

kinetic parameters, and KIEs are known or can be reasonably approximated. The simplified version (Figure 

1a) is solved analytically, while the full model (Figure 1b) is implemented in Matlab V.R2015b and solved 

using differential equation integrator ODE23s.   

2.1. Model inputs

Known biological and isotopic parameters for M. sedula and N. maritimus were compiled from the 

literature (Table 1) with the specific goal to explain the isotopic results of van der Meer et al. (2001a) for 

M. sedula and Könneke et al. (2012) for N. maritimus. Unknown values were estimated, either by analogy 

to related organisms or processes, or were calculated to achieve flux balance.  References for all values are 

listed in the table, with additional parameters and details provided in Table S1 and Supporting Information. 

M. sedula is an aerobic, hyperthermoacidophilic, coccoid organism of approximately 1 m 

diameter, capable of autotrophic and heterotrophic growth (Huber et al., 1989; Auernik and Kelly, 2010); 

here we only model autotrophy under the conditions used by van der Meer et al. (2001a).  N. maritimus is 

an aerobic, obligately autotrophic, rod-shaped cell of approximately 0.2 x 0.7 m size that grows optimally 

in 28°C artificial seawater (Könneke et al., 2005; and additional references, Table 1).

Carbon fixation in the 3HP/4HB cycle is performed by a single, promiscuous enzyme that acts both 

as an acetyl-CoA carboxylase and a propionyl-CoA carboxylase (ACC; Menendez et al., 1999; Hügler et 

al., 2003).  For M. sedula, activity of this enzyme has been studied in vivo, in vitro, and through heterologous 

expression in Pyrococcus furiosus (Hügler et al., 2003; Estelmann et al., 2011; Lian et al., 2016; Loder et 

al., 2016), collectively determining the ACC properties shown in Table 1.  The kinetic properties of ACC 

in N. maritimus have proven difficult to characterize in vitro due to apparent instability of the complex 

(Könneke et al., 2014), so the values in Table 1 are derived from in vivo carbon fixation rate data and total 

cellular carbon content (Könneke et al., 2014; Hurley et al., 2016). The ACC-catalyzed reaction involves 

enolate attack on  in a mechanism analogous to phosphoenolpyruvate (PEPC) carboxylase for which   HCO ‒
3
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the KIE is well known (O’Leary et al., 1981; O’Leary, 1982; McNevin et al., 2006).  We therefore adopt 

the KIE of PEPC for fix in both taxa (Table 1).  

Behavior of the model depends critically on the rate of intracellular hydration (and/or 

hydroxylation) of CO2 to . The distribution of carbonic anhydrase (CA) in the archaeal TACK HCO ‒
3

superphylum (Guy and Ettema, 2011) was determined from GenBank BLASTP (Altschul et al., 1997) 

searches of , , , , /, and  CAs (Smith et al., 1999) as detailed in Table S2.  The statistical cutoff for 

a positive detection was set conservatively to E < 10-3.  These searches detected -CA and -CA homologs 

in M. sedula and other 3HP/4HB Sulfolobales (e.g., Acidianus spp.), and -CA homologs in 3HP/4HB 

Thaumarchaeota of the soil group (I.1b, e.g., Nitrososphaera viennensis; Tourna et al., 2011) but none in 

Nitrosopumilus spp or other marine strains.  Studies on the catalytic activity of the  and -CAs in M. sedula 

indicate that only the -CA is active, while the -CA is inactive or serves another function (Auernik and 

Kelly, 2010; Lian et al., 2016).  Regardless, N. maritimus contains neither option. In marine 

Thaumarchaeota, the conversion of CO2 to  may be enzymatic via an unknown enzyme or result from HCO ‒
3

non-enzymatic catalysis (Keller et al., 2015).  It is unlikely to be purely abiotic, as the spontaneous 

hydration of CO2 is kinetically very slow, ca. 106 slower than a typical CA (Bundy, 1986; Hopkinson et al., 

2011) and 102-103 slower than needed to support carbon fixation in N. maritimus.  We therefore postulate 

a biologically-mediated but slower process and consider its kinetics to behave as though governed by 

enzymatic catalysis; the process is labeled HYD, with isotope effect HYD.

2.2. Model calculations

Solutions to the simplified model (Figure 1a) are calculated analytically as follows. Biomass 

production and 13Cbiomass (biomass) depend on the measured carbon fixation rate (fix; Table 1), which is the 

product of biomass density () and growth rate ().  This also equals the product of the biomass density, 

fractional protein content (), and the carbon fixation activity (A).

(2) .fix A  
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The flux of CO2    (4) depends on the hydration rate of CO2, either by CA or by HYD, HCO ‒
3

and is solved assuming the process is governed by Michaelis-Menten kinetics:

(3)                     .
 4

cat1 1 e

M 1 e

k E C
K C

 


Here, Ce (extracellular CO2 concentration) is known from culture conditions, and the KM1 and kcat1 values 

of CA in M. sedula are conservatively based on the slowest CAs of Archaea (Smith and Ferry, 2000) and 

on expression of the -CA of M. sedula in P. furiosus (Lian et al., 2016). Values of KM1 and kcat1 for the 

HYD process in N. maritimus are modeled to achieve flux and isotope balance at steady state. The 

dehydration flux (5) is determined by mass balance, also defining the critical backflow ratio, B:

(4)   , and  .5 4 fix   5

4

B 




Ci (intracellular CO2 concentration) and Ci (13C value of intracellular CO2) are taken to be equal 

to Ce and Ce based on calculations of CO2 diffusion through spherical and cylindrical shapes with a 

consumption flux at the central axis (Supporting Information; Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow, 2001; McMurtrey, 

2016).  Hi (intracellular   concentration) is determined from the enzyme kinetics of ACC as published HCO ‒
3

in Hügler et al. (2003) for M. sedula and as estimated from related work for N. maritimus (Martens-Habbena 

et al., 2009; Könneke et al., 2014) (Table 1).  Cells are assumed to be 80% protein ( = 0.8), and the amount 

of this cell protein that is devoted to carbon fixation (ACC abundance, Efix) is set at 2% in the faster-growing 

M. sedula and 1% in the slower-growing N. maritimus. The 2% value for M. sedula is known experimentally 

(Hügler et al., 2003; Loder et al., 2016), while the 1% N. maritimus value is consistent with proteomics 

data (Qin et al., 2018).  Values for KM2 and kcat2 are known for ACC in M. sedula and are adjusted by an 

order of magnitude for N. maritimus to reflect growth behavior (Table 1; and Discussion). By rearrangement 

of the Michaelis-Menten equation, these parameters are combined to solve for Hi at steady state:  

(5)  .
 

M 2
i

cat 2 fix

fixKH
k E fix




The carbon isotope ratios Hi and Ar then are determined by isotope balance around Hi:
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(6)   .4 5

4

( ) ( 1000(1 ))
;    e

i i

C HYD HYD fix
H biomass H fix

fix      
   


    

  

Finally, Ar is calculated relative to external  ( ) according to the exact formula (Eq. 7) rather than HCO ‒
3 𝛿𝐻𝑒

the Ar ≈ 13CDIC – 13Cbiomass approximation:

(7)      
( 1000)

1000 1 .
( 1000)

eH
Ar

biomass





 

   

To simulate a cell that also invests energy in  import and/or has the capacity to incorporate HCO ‒
3

carbon from organic sources, specifically as metabolic CO2 (e.g., from urea lysis), equations for a Matlab-

enabled numerical model that includes 3, 6, and 7 (Figure 1b) are presented in Supporting Information.

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Simplified model, M. sedula

The predicted flux balances for M. sedula and N. maritimus are notably different in their magnitude 

of intracellular conversion between CO2 and   (Figure 2a).  When normalized to carbon fixation rate HCO ‒
3

(i.e., fix ≡ 1), the hydration flux (4) for M. sedula is nearly 200-fold faster than for N. maritimus, resulting 

in dehydration backflow (B) ratios >> 0.99 vs. ≤ 0.47, respectively (Table 1). 

Rapid exchange of DIC species within M. sedula has isotopic consequences, namely, that Hi and 

Ci are predicted to approach isotopic equilibrium intracellularly (Figure 2b).  This implies that Hi becomes 

equal to He, regardless of the extent of active  import (unlikely at pH 2, but isotopically HCO ‒
3

inconsequential even if present). The only expressed KIE affecting Ar is therefore the magnitude of fix, 

implying that biomass should be 2.5‰ more negative than He (or 2.5‰ more positive than Ce, given 

CO2-HCO3- = 0.995 at 65°C; Table S1; Figure 2b).  The modeled value for biomass is within the reported error 

(0.4‰) of the M. sedula experiment of van der Meer et al. (2001a) (Table 1), indicating that the choice to 

make fix equal to the KIE of PEPC is a reasonable one.  Importantly, our model result is based on minimal 

assumptions, as the carbon isotope and concentration parameters were taken directly from the data of van 
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der Meer et al. (2001a), the carbon-fixing ACC enzyme has been studied extensively (e.g., Hügler et al., 

2003), and the CA properties are conservative estimates (i.e., the slowest possible supply of ) based HCO ‒
3

on experimental results from other Archaea (Smith and Ferry, 2000).  The model indicates that when CO2 

is abundant, CA readily supplies isotopically-equilibrated intracellular  for carbon fixation, and the HCO ‒
3

overall biosynthetic isotope effect Ar should be a small value approximately equal to fix (Figure 2b).

3.2. Simplified model, N. maritimus

Carbon isotope fractionation in N. maritimus depends on the kinetics of CO2 diffusion into/out of 

the cell, conversion of the intracellular pool of CO2 to , and subsequent fixation of this  into HCO ‒
3 HCO ‒

3

biomass.  This implies that Ar values for N. maritimus are strongly dependent on the interplay between the 

hydration flux (4, dependent on properties of the hypothesized enzyme, HYD) and its KIE (HYD). 

Spontaneous hydration of CO2 to  is very slow, with an apparent first-order rate constant of 0.04 s-1 HCO ‒
3

for combined hydration and hydroxylation (at 25°C, pH 7.5; Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow, 2001). At a 

maximum 50 M CO2 concentration experienced by N. maritimus and a mean carbon fixation rate of 3  

10-6 fmolC cell-1 s-1, the non-catalyzed  yield would be only 3  10-8 fmolC cell-1 s-1, which is 1% of HCO ‒
3

the needed flux.  It therefore appears that the intracellular production of  in N. maritimus must be HCO ‒
3

enzymatically-mediated, either by a dedicated enzyme or as a non-specific side reaction of another process. 

Here we call that process HYD and model it with Michaelis-Menten kinetics.

When the KIE for CO2 hydration by HYD is set to 25‰ (Zeebe, 2014), the model yields a backflow 

ratio B of 0.47 (Figure 2c,d).  Conversely, the KIE of the hydration reaction as mediated by CA (1‰; Paneth 

and O’Leary, 1985) would not be an allowed solution, as it would result in a maximum 10‰ value of Ar, 

which is smaller than the observed Ar value of ca. 20‰ for N. maritimus.  The model therefore limits HYD 

to values between 11‰ (at B approaching 0; grey circle, Figure 2d) and 25‰ (at B = 0.47; black circle, 

Figure 2d). For simplicity we discuss only the solution using HYD = 25‰ but recognize that this estimate 

is highly uncertain and a critical area for future experimental study.      

The model for N. maritimus indicates that because B < 1, the two   pools, Hi and He, cannot HCO ‒
3

be in equilibrium, and Hi ≠ He (Table 1; Figure 2c).  If it is valid to assume that fix is equal to the KIE for 
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PEPC (consistent with the M. sedula results) then such a result is obvious: Hi cannot exceed biomass by 

more than the value of fix, and therefore Hi must be < He (Figure 2c).  Most importantly, Ar is predicted 

to depend on the balance between the hydration flux (4) and the fixation rate (fix), because these two 

parameters together determine the backflux ratio (Eq. 4; Figure 2d).  The value of fix depends on  (Eq. 

2), because  is assumed to be constant, while 4 depends on Ce (Eq. 3).  This implies that the magnitude 

of Ar should depend directly on the ratio of  to Ce. Algebraic rearrangement (derivation in Supplemental 

Information) simplifies this dependence to an equation similar to the alkenone paleobarometer (Jasper et 

al., 1994), here with the biological term ‘’ explicitly defined in terms of kinetic and other physiological 

properties (Eq. 8, 9).  The solution for Eq. (8), combined with Eq. (7), yields Ar as a function of  and 

CO2(aq): 

(8)                , where
1 1

eAr H biomass fix
e M 1C K

     
 

       
 

(9)   ,   and 1000(1 ).net M 1
net fix HYD

cat1 1

K
k E

     
 

     
 

The value of  controls the sensitivity of Ar to , while the overall sensitivity of Ar to Ce is 

modulated by the assumed value of the kinetic parameter KM1.  

3.3. Sensitivity analysis

3.3.1.  N. maritimus

To explore the potential response of Ar to variations in seawater chemistry, we modeled the 

predicted range of Ar over Ce conditions typical of seawater and using growth rates for cultivated marine 

Thaumarchaeota (range of reported doubling times for cultivated isolates is 21 to > 120 h; Könneke et al., 

2005; Qin et al., 2014; Santoro et al., 2011; Figure 3).  Although the specific values for the enzyme-

dependent components of  remain uncertain, the example shown here illustrates the potential for further 

refinement of a pCO2 proxy if (i) Ar can be calibrated experimentally and (ii) the total ammonia-oxidizing, 
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marine Thaumarchaeota community has a similar CO2 sensitivity as N. maritimus.  Values of Ar become 

larger as [CO2(aq)] becomes smaller, e.g., in the surface ocean relative to the mesopelagic.  Similarly, we 

would predict Ar to be larger during glacial periods relative to interglacial periods due to lower CO2 content 

of the ocean-atmosphere system during glacial intervals.  Initial data from a cruise in the Atlantic Ocean 

were used to tune the model to reflect the observed response of Ar to in-situ [CO2(aq)] (see the Part II 

companion paper to this work; Hurley et al., submitted), again analogous to strategies taken for alkenone 

paleobarometry (Rau et al., 1992; Bidigare et al., 1997, Laws et al., 2001).  Both the model and the Atlantic 

Ocean data indicate the full range of Ar is relatively small.  Here we hypothesize a range of < 5‰ between 

typical surface and deep ocean conditions (Figure 3), which also is consistent with existing 13C data for 

sedimentary biphytanes (Schouten et al., 2013) and glycerol dialkyl glycerol tetraethers (GDGTs; Pearson 

et al., 2016).    

3.3.2.  M. sedula

An analogous sensitivity analysis for M. sedula, calculating the expected range of Ar as a function 

of experimental Ce values (7-50% CO2(g) at 250-300 kPa; Menendez et al., 1999; van der Meer et al., 

2001a; Auernik and Kelly, 2010) and growth rates (Td = 4 to 15 hr; Auernik and Kelly, 2010; Estelmann et 

al., 2011), indicates the expressed fractionation should be nearly invariable (Supplemental Figure S2). 

Values of Ar would be < 3‰ at all [CO2(aq)] concentrations > 1 mM, equivalent to > 2.5% CO2(g) in the 

headspace.  This is consistent with the small difference in observed Ar values between the studies of van 

der Meer et al. (2001a) and House et al. (2003), despite their differences in CO2(g) pressure. 

 

3.4. N. maritimus numerical model including urea and bicarbonate fluxes

The above results assume that no carbon is assimilated directly from  or derived from HCO ‒
3

respiration (including urea metabolism).  Using the full numerical model (Figure 1b), we simulated active 

import of  (He) by N. maritimus equivalent to 0, 10, or 20% of total carbon fixation (fix) (Figure 4).  HCO ‒
3

Uptake of He produces a large decrease in the magnitude of Ar, because it contributes 13C-enriched carbon 

(He) directly to the Hi pool used for carbon fixation.  For example, with He import equivalent to 20% of the 
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cellular carbon budget, the resulting values of Ar generally would be < 18‰, a value that has not been 

observed to date for N. maritimus (Könneke et al., 2012).  However, at slower growth rates and low Ce 

conditions, import of up to 10% HCO3
- would have a small (~1‰) effect on Ar and could be 

accommodated.  This suggests that in general N. maritimus actively imports little to no , i.e., it does HCO ‒
3

not invest in this energy-requiring process.  Thaumarchaeota genomes do not appear to encode any ATP-

dependent active uptake systems for , but some representatives of the marine group I.1a division HCO ‒
3

which includes N. maritimus do have an electrochemical potential-driven Na+/  transporter (Offre et HCO ‒
3

al., 2014; Santoro et al., 2015). However, transcriptomic and proteomic data indicate the gene product for 

this transporter in N. maritimus (Nmar_0485) is minimally detected, comprising fractionally 3e-6 and 3e-5 

of the total signal in the transcriptome and proteome, respectively (Qin et al., 2018). Bicarbonate ion 

pumping may therefore remain largely unutilized (≤ 10% of total carbon) in Thaumarchaeota that are 

already operating near the extremes of energy limitation (Valentine, 2007; Martens-Habbena et al., 2009), 

although this requires further investigation both in cultures and in natural populations.  

Similarly, sources of metabolic CO2 or the influence of urea uptake also are predicted to have little 

isotopic influence due to the rapid diffusional flux of CO2 across the cell boundary (Figure 4). Diffusion 

mixes away the organic-derived CO2 signal such that it affects Ar by ≤ 0.5‰ even when increased to 60% 

of the net carbon flux.  This would imply that cells could switch between ammonia and urea as nitrogen 

sources with minimal impact on Ar.  Our model does not address direct assimilation of organic metabolites 

such as succinate or pyruvate into biomass, as currently there is no evidence that cultured taxa of marine 

Thaumarchaeota incorporate these substrates (Kim et al., 2016; Dekas et al., 2018).   

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Physiological and evolutionary role of the 3HP/4HB pathway

Growth under conditions of extreme resource limitation is thought to be a common feature not only 

of the Archaea, but of Earth’s microbial biosphere in general (Valentine, 2007; Lever et al., 2015).  While 

typically discussed in the context of energy limitation, here we argue that in the case of marine 

Thaumarchaeota, carbon limitation also likely plays an important role in their physiology, due to the 
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apparent absence of a functional CA. The ammonia-oxidizing, marine Thaumarchaeota have a low 

maintenance energy demand and can grow at < 10 nM ammonia concentration (Martens-Habbena et al., 

2009). Slow growth rates and small cell sizes imply that they have maximum carbon assimilation rates 

estimated to be 8  10-6 fmolC cell-1 s-1 (Könneke et al., 2005; Könneke et al., 2014; Hurley et al., 2016; 

Table 1).  This is nearly 4000 times slower than the upper range of carbon fixation rates per cell in large 

marine cyanobacteria (i.e., photoautotrophs employing the CBB pathway) (Klawonn et al., 2016). 

Thaumarchaeal optimization to minimum energy and carbon fluxes contrasts with the aerobic, 

thermoacidophilic Sulfolobales, who occupy specific niche conditions around pH 2-3 and 75°C in 

continental hot springs and whose growth may be optimized for specific electron donor/acceptor pairs to 

the exclusion of other available higher-energy-yielding reactions (Amenabar et al., 2017).  These differing 

energetic and substrate pressures have implications for the evolutionary history and physiological function 

of the 3HP/4HB pathway in the two groups.  

4.1.1. Evolutionary history and environmental pressures

Analyses of whole genomes and specific genes indicate that the phyla Thaumarchaeota (Spang et 

al., 2010; Pester et al., 2011) and Crenarchaeota are part of a clade known as the TACK superphylum (Guy 

and Ettema, 2011; Hug et al., 2016). The phylogenetic placement of the TACK group within the archaeal 

domain remains debated, including whether it is ancestral to or descended from within Euryarchaeota 

(Adam et al., 2017; Williams et al., 2017).  

The 3HP/4HB pathway is found in the aerobic, ammonia-oxidizing Thaumarchaeota, specifically 

groups I.1a and I.1b (Hallam et al., 2006; Walker et al., 2010; Stieglmeier et al., 2014).  Other taxonomic 

divisions of Thaumarchaeota (e.g., I.1c, I.1d) are organotrophic, can grow anaerobically, and do not contain 

genes for ammonia oxidation or carbon fixation (c.f., Adam et al., 2017).  This suggests that ammonia 

oxidation and the 3HP/4HB pathway are not ancestral characteristics of the phylum Thaumarchaeota. 

Similarly, although several aerobic genera of the Sulfolobales contain the 3HP/4HB pathway, their sister 

lineage, the anaerobic Desulfurococcales, contains the similar and possibly ancestral Di/4HB carbon 

fixation pathway (Huber et al., 2008), as do the more deeply branching Thermoproteales (Berg et al., 2010).  
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This implies that the 3HP/4HB pathway also is not an ancestral character of the Crenarchaeota. Given its 

simplicity, as well as differences between 3HP/4HB Sulfolobales and 3HP/4HB Thaumarchaeota in some 

of the enzymatic steps downstream from ACC, the pathway is believed to have evolved independently in 

the two phyla (Könneke et al., 2014).  Phylogenetic analyses confirm this idea, showing that the origins of 

several key enzymes downstream from ACC in the 3HP/4HB pathway of Thaumarchaeota are different 

from the functionally-equivalent versions in Sulfolobales (Berg et al., 2007; Könneke et al., 2014).   

Instead, the common feature of autotrophic Archaea appears to be production of the simple 

metabolic building block, acetyl-CoA (Berg et al., 2010).  Intracellular cycles based on acetyl-CoA 

production may be the ancestral state of Archaea, while the range of strategies to produce acetyl-CoA 

reflects the environmental pressures as Archaea diversified.  For example, while the Di/4HB pathway in 

Desulfurococcales is oxygen sensitive (Huber et al., 2008), the enzyme 4-hydroxybutyryl-CoA dehydratase 

– which is common to both Di/4HB and 3HP/4HB – has evolved to be non-oxygen-sensitive in both the 

3HP/4HB Sulfolobales (Hawkins et al., 2014) and the ammonia-oxidizing Thaumarchaeota (Könneke et 

al., 2014).  This suggests the 3HP/4HB pathway developed in tandem with niche adaptation to aerobic 

environments.

An additional feature distinguishing the 3HP/4HB pathway in ammonia-oxidizing Thaumarchaeota 

from the pathway in aerobic Sulfolobales is its lower energy requirement. The version in Sulfolobales 

requires 9 ATP molecules per unit of pyruvate produced, apparently more than either the CBB or 3HP 

pathway (7 ATP), or the Di/4HB pathway (5 ATP) (Berg et al., 2010); yet the 3HP/4HB pathway in 

Thaumarchaeota also has a low requirement of 5 ATP (Könneke et al., 2014). This feature is consistent 

with its apparently robust association with the low energy-yielding process of aerobic ammonia oxidation. 

Importantly, the concomitantly slow growth rates also imply that survival could be possible under very 

carbon substrate-limited conditions, as would be the case for cells requiring an internal pool of  that HCO ‒
3

was being generated by a catalytically-slow process (i.e., the hypothetical HYD enzyme).  Slow growth and 

low carbon demand could permit HYD to compensate for the absence of functional CA among the 

Thaumarchaeota. Conversely, the development of the high ATP-requiring 3HP/4HB pathway in aerobic 

Sulfolobales may more strongly reflect selection for oxidative niche space within hot spring environments, 
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where the lower pH conditions effectively require investment in CA enzymes. These different physiological 

factors represent challenges to determining the evolutionary age of the 3HP/4HB pathway, including when 

its isotopic imprint may first appear in the geologic record. 

4.1.2. Physiology and enzyme kinetics 

The different origins of the 3HP/4HB pathway in Thaumarchaeota and Crenarchaeota are reflected 

in the properties of their enzymes for carbon fixation, consistent with the idea that enzymatic efficiency 

reflects environmental and evolutionary pressures (Albery and Knowles, 1976). 

For our model, enzyme constants for M. sedula were taken directly from the literature, while those 

for N. maritimus were predicted by isotope flux balance (Table 1).  The resulting catalytic properties, 

including for the hypothetical CO2-hydrating enzyme, HYD, are within normal ranges (within 60%, or ca. 

1, of the median) of cellular enzymatic systems (Bar-Even et al., 2011).  For M. sedula, the observed 

efficiencies (kcat/KM) of 5  103 mM-1 s-1 and 90 mM-1 s-1 for CA and ACC, respectively, are within the 1 

range of the median efficiency for all known enzymes (102 mM-1 s-1).  For N. maritimus, the predicted 

values of 1  104 mM-1 s-1 and 9  103 mM-1 s-1 for HYD and ACC, respectively, are higher (i.e., more 

efficient) but also still within normal ranges (Bar-Even et al., 2011).

These values appear to directly reflect the different substrate challenges experienced by the 

3HP/4HB pathway in the two groups.  Low intracellular concentrations of substrate (here, ) would HCO ‒
3

depress KM values (Bennett et al., 2009), consistent with the predicted 10-fold lower KM for the ACC of N. 

maritimus relative to M. sedula.  Although the 30 M KM value predicted for ACC in N. maritimus is below 

the global median KM value for all enzymes (Bar-Evan et al., 2011), it is considerably higher than the ca. 

100 nM KM reported for ammonia oxidation (Martens-Habbena et al., 2009).  This suggests that metabolic 

optimization for low substrate availability is a consistent feature of marine Thaumarchaeota, but that 

unknown factors may prevent further reduction of the KM for ACC. Additional increases in efficiency for 

an enzyme in which KM already has been minimized can only be achieved by increasing the rate of substrate 

turnover (kcat). Correspondingly, the predicted kcat for ACC in N. maritimus is faster than in M. sedula 

(Table 1).  Overall, the ACC in N. maritimus appears to have evolved to be ca. 100-fold more efficient.  In 
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tandem with a low ATP requirement, this is consistent with the energy-poor ecology and slow growth rates 

of all known isolates of marine Thaumarchaeota (e.g., Könneke et al., 2005; Santoro et al., 2011).   

Perhaps more interesting are the predicted properties of the unknown process, HYD, relative to the 

known catalytic properties of CA. Both  and -CAs are widespread in the Archaea and appear to have 

ancient origins, leading to the suggestion that early chemoautotrophic pathways may have been CA-

dependent (Smith et al., 1999).  Relatively fast catalytic rates and high KM values are typical of scenarios 

in which the substrate is not limiting (e.g., elevated CO2 levels at pH 2-3). Catalytic properties of the -CA 

of M. sedula, either purified from overexpression in Escherichia coli or engineered into P. furiosus (Lian 

et al., 2016), agree with those observed for -CA of Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum (kcat = 1.7 

104 s-1, KM = 2.9 mM; Smith and Ferry, 1999) and are characteristic of high CO2 conditions.  The CAs in 

Archaea are similar in overall efficiency to the CAs of Bacteria and Eukarya (Smith and Ferry, 2000).  

Importantly for growth of M. sedula, its CA should yield abundant , which is consistent with a low HCO ‒
3

affinity (KM = 300 M) for its ACC (Table 1).  For comparison, this is higher than all known KM values for 

RuBisCO (for CO2) (Tcherkez et al., 2006), implying that RuBisCO has evolved under greater carbon 

limitation than the ACC of M. sedula, and that accordingly, CA is a fundamental part of the 3HP/4HB 

pathway in aerobic Sulfolobales.   

The opposite scenario emerges for the hypothetical HYD enzyme in N. maritimus. In this organism, 

the predicted efficiencies of HYD and ACC are nearly equal.  This implies the two enzymes have 

experienced similar evolutionary pressures with respect to optimizing the rate of carbon fixation.  The high 

substrate affinity (KM = 3 M) proposed for HYD would be consistent with the need to accommodate the 

low [CO2(aq)] environment of seawater, while the catalytic rate would adjust to match the demand from 

ACC, assuming the overall rate of carbon fixation is limited by the availability of ATP and NADPH 

generated from ammonia oxidation.  More critical is the question of the nature of the proposed HYD 

enzyme.  No known  or -CAs are present in N. maritimus (Table S2), but other cellular processes may 

serve to hydrate CO2. As one example, binding of CO2 to free or exposed amino acids to form carbamino 

acids can release during subsequent cleavage (Johnson and Morrison, 1972; Smith and Ferry, 2000).  HCO ‒
3

Understanding the rate and mechanism of intracellular  production is a critical need for future HCO ‒
3
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physiological studies of marine (group I.1a) ammonia-oxidizing Thaumarchaeota, as is exploration of the 

physiology of  generation in the soil group I.1b in which there is an annotated -CA of unestablished HCO ‒
3

function but which is proposed to be extracellular and facilitate CO2 uptake rather than generate  HCO ‒
3

(Kerou et al., 2016).

4.2. Prospects for paleobarometry  

Several factors affect practical application of the Ar  model (Eq. 8, 9) to reconstruct past pCO2 

levels from the marine sedimentary record.  Accurate paleobarometry requires that the signal be (i) 

preserved with high fidelity and recoverable from marine sediments, (ii) not compromised by metabolic or 

taxonomic heterogeneity in the water column or overprinted by sedimentary Archaea, (iii) have a large 

enough range in Ar relative to analytical or other uncertainties to detect changes in dissolved CO2 and 

therefore pCO2 and (iv) reliably record the original values of biomass in preserved archaeal lipid biomarkers.   

These issues are discussed briefly below, with additional discussion of the influence of water column 

properties appearing in the Part II paper (Hurley et al., 2019).  

4.2.1. Archaeal lipid biomarkers  

The GDGT lipids of Archaea can be recovered for isotopic analysis as membrane core lipids 

(Smittenberg et al., 2004; Ingalls et al., 2006; Shah et al., 2008; Pearson et al., 2016) or as their central 

hydrocarbon chains, known as biphytanes (e.g., Hoefs et al., 1997; Kuypers et al., 2001; Pancost et al., 

2008; Schoon et al., 2013).  Current evidence indicates that values of GDGT are equal to biomass (Könneke 

et al., 2012) but that values of biphytane are slightly depleted in 13C relative to biomass, by perhaps 1‰ (Pearson 

et al., 2016).  More systematic work is needed to precisely characterize 13C values of biphytanes, but both 

biphytanes and GDGTs potentially could be used as isotopic biomarkers in paleo-pCO2 applications if 

adequate internal isotopic standards and other quality control criteria are specified. 

4.2.2. Biosynthetic and community effects  
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Planktonic, rather than benthic, sources of archaeal biomass are thought to dominate the 

sedimentary record in most locations – an idea that is supported by key GDGT ratios such as TEX86 

(Schouten et al., 2002), the [2/3] ratio (Taylor et al., 2013), and specific anomalous patterns that occur in 

the presence of benthic sources (e.g., Pancost et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2011).  Good agreement between 

water-column and sedimentary carbon isotope data was apparent in early measurements of biphytanes 

(Hoefs et al., 1997), particularly for 13C values derived from the 5-ringed GDGT known as crenarchaeol, 

which appears to reflect planktonic sources only (c.f., Schouten et al., 2013).  The planktonic signature for 

crenarchaeol, as measured in its unique cyclohexane ring-containing C40:3 biphytane, appears robust even 

in hydrate-bearing sediments, mud volcanoes, and other locations affected strongly by methane and other 

hydrocarbon seepage (Schubotz et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011).  Values for C40:3 biphytane retain a water 

column signature (13C ≥ -23‰) even when other biphytanes from identical samples record a methane-

derived benthic signal (e.g., 13C ≤ -60‰).  Further arguments against significant benthic overprinting of 

crenarchaeol include the slow apparent growth rates of Archaea in the deep biosphere (Xie et al., 2013), 

combined with high preservation potential of planktonic-derived GDGTs (Schouten et al., 2010; Lengger 

et al., 2014).

Of greater uncertainty is the question of direct organic carbon assimilation into biomass of marine 

planktonic Archaea, and specifically into their lipids.  Early work indicated the potential for uptake of 3H-

labeled amino acids into Thaumarchaeota but did not determine if the associated carbon was assimilated 

(Ouverney and Fuhrman, 2000; Herndl et al., 2005).  Conversely, a mesocosm incubation showed strong 

assimilation of inorganically-derived 13C into archaeal lipids, although without an analogously 13C-labeled 

organic control for comparison (Wuchter et al., 2003).  Recently, significant uptake (into DNA) of 13C-

labeled acetate relative to 13C-labeled inorganic carbon was observed in stable isotope probing (SIP) 

experiments targeting the TACK Archaea (Seyler et al., 2018).  However, it is unclear how much the 

relatively short incubation times and lack of added electron donor (NH4
+) to facilitate autotrophic growth 

may have enriched the total populations differently from natural communities.   

In our own work, we previously have argued for ca. 20% direct organic carbon assimilation using 

a combination of natural radiocarbon (14C) and 13C signatures in biphytanes and GDGTs (Pearson et al., 
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2001; Ingalls et al., 2006; Pearson et al., 2016).  Of the two types of carbon isotope data, 14C has the larger 

signal and was reported to be statistically significant: a water column sample from 670 m depth was 

estimated to be 83% autotrophic and 17% heterotrophic, with 1 uncertainty of ± 11% (Ingalls et al., 2006).  

Based on this result, the fraction of assimilated organic carbon, or mixotrophy, could be small, but is 

predicted to be > 0%. Mixotrophy also has been proposed for some taxa of cultivated Thaumarchaeota, 

including both from the soil group I.1b (Tourna et al., 2011) and some isolates of the marine group I.1a 

(Qin et al., 2014), which cannot grow unless supplemented with organic acids such as pyruvate or 2-

oxoglutarate.  However, recent experiments on the physiology of ammonia-oxidizing Thaumarchaeota 

indicate that these substrates function as free-radical scavengers to detoxify intermediates of ammonia 

oxidation and are not assimilated into biosynthetic products (Kim et al., 2016).  Collectively, the data leave 

open the possibility that marine Thaumarchaeota are strict chemoautotrophs and that heterotrophy is 

significant only among the planktonic Euryarchaeota (Iverson et al., 2012).  More work is required to 

examine this possibility using a variety of analytical approaches (e.g., Dekas et al., 2018). Currently 

available 13CGDGT data and resulting Ar calculations are consistent with the range of values predicted by 

our strict autotrophy model (Eqs. 8, 9), in both the reported means of GDGTs and biphytanes (Schouten et 

al., 2013) as well as the specific isotopic values reported in recent studies that give emphasis to crenarchaeol 

as a planktonic thaumarchaeal biomarker (Pearson et al., 2016; Polik et al., 2018; Hurley et al., 2019).

 

4.2.3. Sensitivity of Ar to variations in pCO2

Proxy sensitivity will determine the quality of pCO2 reconstructions obtained from 

Thaumarchaeota Ar values.  As currently modeled, the carbon isotope variation over reasonable marine 

CO2 concentrations (e.g., 10-50 M) is expected to be ≤ 5‰ (Figure 3).  For applications using 13C 

measurements of GDGT lipids, our recent work using spooling-wire micro-combustion IRMS (SWiM-

IRMS; Sessions et al., 2005) has a demonstrated precision and accuracy of 0.2‰ (1) for crenarchaeol 

isolated from relatively small samples of sediments, i.e., quantities that can be obtained from ocean drilling 

program core repositories (Pearson et al., 2016; Elling et al., in revision; Polik et al., 2018). When translated 

to uncertainty in [CO2(aq)] reconstructions, this analytical limitation alone implies that the Ar proxy is 
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unlikely to be useful under conditions of atmospheric pCO2 > 1500 ppm (Figure 5), implying it will be best 

suited to reconstruct episodes of Earth history in which the atmospheric CO2 content was < 4 times the pre-

anthropogenic Holocene level.  This range of sensitivity could be particularly useful for tackling unresolved 

questions about Miocene-Pliocene atmospheric transitions (Foster et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2013; Greenop 

et al., 2014) but it may be less useful for early Cenozoic greenhouse atmospheres that may have reached 

values of 2000 ppm (Royer et al., 2001; Pagani et al., 2005).  For example, a relatively CO2-insensitive or 

less-sensitive value of Ar may be justifiably assumed for Eocene hyperthermals, with the associated benefit 

that any change in 13C values of crenarchaeol would closely reflect the change in total ocean 13C inventory 

and 13CDIC could be reconstructed (Elling et al., in revision).  The same may apply to earlier Cretaceous 

records that also were suggested to reflect real change in the 13C content of the ocean (Kuypers et al., 2001).  

Currently, no high-resolution temporal records exist for the Neogene, the primary period in which Ar would 

be expected to have the most useful proxy sensitivity.  

Finally, consistent with the predicted sensitivity threshold, existing lipid data from low-pH, high 

CO2 cultures of N. maritimus yield values near the predicted lower range of Ar, with no isotopic response 

when DIC concentrations are further increased (Könneke et al., 2012). Additional preliminary data from 

chemostat trials also show low values of Ar with little apparent response to changes in growth rate, likely 

because [CO2(aq)] was ca. 40 M in all experiments, which would be equivalent to seawater in equilibrium 

with a >1000 ppm pCO2 atmosphere (Hurley et al., 2016; Supplemental Information, Figure S3).  

Additional experiments are required over a range of growth rates and at lower CO2 conditions to rigorously 

calibrate the sensitivity of Ar to  and [CO2(aq)].   

5. CONCLUSIONS

The flux-balance model developed here provides a simple explanation for why the carbon isotope 

signatures for 3HP/4HB pathway Sulfolobales and Thaumarchaeota are so different, despite both taxonomic 

groups of Archaea utilizing the same enzymatic pathway of autotrophic carbon fixation. The key 

observation is that the total biosynthetic isotope effect (Ar) in Thaumarchaeota is larger than the probable 

magnitude of the isotope effect for the carbon-fixing enzyme (fix).  This requires that the substrate used for 
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carbon fixation ( ) must itself be isotopically more negative than the extracellular supply. This internal HCO ‒
3

disequilibrium manifests in the ammonia-oxidizing, marine Thaumarchaeota, but not in the aerobic, 

thermoacidophilic Sulfolobales, because all known members of the latter group contain carbonic anhydrase 

to facilitate intracellular  production.  In contrast, the Thaumarchaeota apparently lack this capacity.  HCO ‒
3

In addition to accurately reproducing the data for two specific prior studies (van der Meer et al., 

2001a; Könneke et al., 2012), our model makes several testable predictions: the parameters as currently 

assigned in Table 1 predict a maximum dynamic range of ca. 5‰ for Ar in modern marine environments, 

with maximum and minimum thresholds of ca. 23‰ and 18‰ (calculated relative to - rather than HCO ‒
3

DIC) for purely autotrophic metabolism.  Values above 23‰ or below 18‰ either would require adjustment 

of model parameters, or would be interpreted, respectively, as indicating heterotrophic activity or active 

uptake of  by the marine Thaumarchaeota.  Exploration of a variety of locations, sample types, and HCO ‒
3

water chemistry conditions will help test these ranges, but data from our companion study of planktonic 

archaeal lipids from the Southwestern Atlantic Ocean water column are consistent with the present model 

(Hurley et al., 2019).  

Considerable additional work is required, both at the cellular level and in environmental systems, 

to examine whether the ideas proposed here are consistent with additional observations and reproducible 

widely across taxa that fix carbon using the 3HP/4HB cycle.  Laboratory cultures of N. maritimus to date 

have been grown at pH 7.5-7.6 in artificial seawater medium, leading to [CO2(aq)] values ≥ 40 M, which 

is higher than most present-day upper ocean conditions in situ.  Lower [CO2(aq)] levels should be tested 

experimentally.  From sediments, core-top calibrations and examination of known pCO2 excursions (e.g., 

the most recent deglaciation) would be reasonable first steps. With further exploration, Ar may prove useful 

for pCO2 paleobarometry.
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Table 1.  Inputs and solutions for the simplified model (Figure 1a). 

 

Parameter Units M. sedula Refs., Notes N. maritimus Refs., Notes
Cell Properties

Length L m n/a 0.7 1,2
Radius r 0 m 0.5 3 0.1 1,2
Volume m3 0.52 0.022
C content Bio fgC cell-1 120 4 10 4, 5, 6
C density   fmolC m -3 19.1 37.9
Total protein  Bio fgC cell-1 96 a 8 a
Doubling time Td hr 10 7, 8, b 34, various* 9, 10
Growth rate  μ s -1 1.93E-05 5.66E-06, various
C-fix rate fix amolC m -3 s -1 0.37 c 0.21, various c
C-fix activity A nmolC min-1 mg-1 120 7 27 6

Growth Medium
pH 2.0 11 7.5-7.6, various 6, 9, 10, d
p CO2  atm 1.17 11
[DIC] mM 2.0 9, 10
[CO2(aq )] C e amol m -3 (mM) 18.4 e 0.039, various e
[HCO3

-] H e amol m -3 (mM) 0.0025 e 1.9 e

Intracellular Conditions
pH 5.4, 6.3** 12, f n/a , 7.2** f
[CO2(aq )] C i amol m -3 (mM) 18.4 e, g 0.039, various e, h

Acetyl/Propionyl-CoA Carboxylase Properties
ACC complex kDa 560 7 560 i
ACC fraction of cell 0.02 7, 13, j 0.01 14
ACC concentration E fix mM 0.014 0.013
k cat k cat2 s -1 28 7 280 k
K M K M2 mM 0.3 0.03 k
k cat /K M , HCO3

- fixation amol m -3 s -1 93 9300 l

Carbonic Anhydrase (or HYD) Properties
CA or HYD concentration E 1 mM 0.014 m 0.014, various m, n
k cat k cat1 s -1 10000 15 30
K M K M1 mM 2 15 0.003 o
k cat /K M , CO2 hydration amol m -3 s -1 5000 10000 p

Isotopic Inputs
13C, CO2(aq )  C e  =  C i ‰ -43.1 11 -15.4 9, e
13C, HCO3

-  H e ‰ -38.0 11 -6.8  9, e
KIE, CO2 hydration CA, HYD ‰ 1 16 25 17 
CO2↔HCO3

- equilibrium  CO2-HCO3- 0.995 18, q 0.991 18, q
KIE, ACC fix ‰ 2.5 19, r 2.5 19, r

Flux and Isotopic Solutions 
CO2 hydration rate  4 amol m -3 s -1 124.0 0.402
HCO3

- dehydration rate  5 amol m -3 s -1 123.7 0.187
[HCO3

-] (intracellular) H i amol m -3 (mM) 6.3 0.0019
dehydration ratio B =  5 /  4 > 0.99 0.47
13C, HCO3

-  H i ‰ -38.1 -23.4
13C, Biomass   biomass ‰ -40.6 -25.9
(HCO3

--Bio), vs. H e ‰ 2.5 19.1
(HCO3

--Bio) vs. H e  Ar ‰ 2.6 19.6
13C, Biomass, error err ‰ -0.4 0.4

*Values of Td, fix, pH, [CO2(aq)] and E1 were varied to test the model sensitivity. **First listed value is from the literature, while 
the second value reflects the model outcome; n/a, no estimate of intracellular pH for N. maritimus is available.  References. 1, 
Könneke et al., 2012; 2, Santoro et al., 2015; 3, Huber et al., 1989; 4, Loferer-Krossbacher et al., 1998; 5, Martens-Habbena et 
al., 2009; 6, Könneke et al., 2014; 7, Hügler et al., 2003; 8, Menendez et al., 1999; 9, Könneke et al., 2012; 10, Hurley et al., 
2016; 11, van der Meer et al., 2001a; 12, Peeples and Kelly, 1995; 13, Lian et al., 2016; 14, Qin et al., 2018; 15, Smith and Ferry, 
2000; 16, Paneth and O’Leary, 1985; 17, Zeebe, 2014;18, Mook et al., 1974; 19, McNevin et al., 2006. Notes.  Notes a-r appear 
in Supplemental Information.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. (a) Simplified analytical and (b) full numerical 3HP/4HB flux-balance models.  Carbon pools: 

Ce, external [CO2(aq)]; Ci, internal[CO2(aq)]; He, external [ ], Hi, internal [ ]; U, urea or other HCO ‒
3 HCO ‒

3

LMW organic metabolites metabolized to CO2; Bio, total cell biomass.  Fluxes: 1, diffusion of CO2 into 

the cell; 2, diffusion of CO2 out of the cell; 3, CO2 derived from metabolism of organic substances; 4, 

hydration of CO2  ; 5, dehydration of   CO2; 6, active import of ; 7, diffusive HCO ‒
3 HCO ‒

3 HCO ‒
3

leakage of   (as H2CO3; Mangan et al., 2016); fix, autotrophic carbon fixation rate. N. maritimus is HCO ‒
3

rod-shaped, while M. sedula is coccoid. The simplified version assumes 3, 6, and 7 are zero.

Figure 2. (a) Solution to the simplified flux-balance model.  Widths of arrows highlight the flux 

magnitudes for intracellular Ci  Hi interconversion, normalized to carbon fixation (fix, Table 1). (b), (c) 

Relative 13C values for intracellular and extracellular carbon pools in the M. sedula and N. maritimus 

simple models (vertical axis not to scale).  In both b and c, Ar reflects the difference between biomass and 

the external environment (He).  (d) Illustration of the relationship between dehydration (B = 5/4) ratio 

and Ar. When B approaches 1, as for M. sedula, Hi is in equilibrium and Ar approaches fix, regardless of 

the KIE chosen for CA or HYD.  For N. maritimus, neither HYD nor B is known uniquely, but the 

maximum allowed value of B is 0.47 (assuming HYD is not larger than the 25‰ KIE for abiotic 

hydration); in the limit of B  0, HYD cannot be < 11‰. 

Figure 3. Predicted response of Ar to [CO2(aq)] and  (expressed as doubling time, Td) for N. maritimus.  

The enzymatic parameters that affect these results currently are based on assumptions (Table 1); the 

values are optimized to reproduce existing 13C data for N. maritimus (Könneke et al., 2012), for marine 

Thaumarchaeota more generally (Schouten et al., 2013; Pearson et al., 2016), and to agree with an 

existing data set for marine POM (Hurley et al., 2019).  
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Figure 4.  Sensitivity of the N. maritimus numerical model (Fig. 1b) to  import and incorporation HCO ‒
3

of respiratory CO2 (including from urea metabolism).  Solid lines show  (H) import equivalent to 0, HCO ‒
3

10, or 20% of total carbon fixation (fix); dashed lines show incorporation of respiratory CO2 (U, urea) at 

60% of fix.  Endmember values of He and U were +1‰ and -23‰, respectively.  A slow generation time 

(Td = 96 hr) moderately diminishes the effects of the H and U fluxes.  The intersection of the observed Ar 

and the H = 0% curves at >30 M Ce and a 34-hour doubling time (Td) reflects the behavior of the low-

pH cultures of Könneke et al. (2012), while the 96-hour doubling time reflects the observations from 

marine POM (Hurley et al., 2019).  

Figure 5.  Predicted sensitivity of the Ar proxy to changes in atmospheric pCO2 and three different doubling 

times (Td) for archaeal growth.  Curves are calculated based on 15°C seawater, pH 8.0, a temperature-

sensitive Henry’s Law constant (Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow, 2001), and assuming equilibrium partitioning.  

Shaded areas indicate the uncertainty in reconstructed pCO2 values that would result from analytical 

precision of ±0.2‰.  Most records would be accompanied by errors due to uncertainty in reconstructing 

He, implying that uncertainties of +200/-100 ppm at 1000-ppm pCO2 represent the best-case scenario.  
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Figure 1.
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Figure 2.
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Figure 3.
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Figure 4.
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Figure 5.
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